“Imagine an Economy Where Businesses Compete Based on the
Value They Create in America’s Marketplace”

America has a BIG problem
with BIG Money in Politics

Why the American Promise 28th
Amendment IS the Solution to
this Systemic Problem
The American Promise amendment to the U.S. Constitution
allows reasonable limits on the power of money in our political
system. The voices and contributions of all Americans will
count, with small-dollar donations incentivized and the megadollar donations and dark money disinformation eliminated.

$14 billion dollars was spent in the 2020 election cycle -

‘We the People’ will decide how best to protect our rights,

double the amount spent in 2016. Each election cycle brings

voices and representation against corruption and out-of-

more division, disinformation and dysfunction.

control spending by the most powerful interests, so we can

90% of campaign spending comes from just 300 wealthy

keep the promise of American freedom and self-government

donors.

forever.

The powerful few smother the voices of 330 million
Americans. Until this imbalance is fixed and every person’s
voice matters, we will never address America’s most
pressing challenges.
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of Americans support our
constitutional amendment to end
big money’s dominance in our
elections.
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American Promise brings
Americans together for this
historic opportunity to correct
the course of history.
Freedom and opportunity
Equal voice and
representation
Communities and states able
to determine their needs
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NEEDED TO WIN
AN AMENDMENT

Three-Quarters of Americans agree that people like themselves have little influence in Washington, rare unanimity across political,
economic, racial and geographical lines.

A united republic, empowered
to fix the problems we face

America’s business community THREATENED
by big money in politics
“Much of
today’s
business
involvement in
politics may
actually be
working against
businesses
‘longer-term
interests’.”

Small businesses employ over 50% of the U.S. workforce, but they don’t have
lobbyists and they don’t give to Super PACs - meaning they are often competing
on an uneven playing field.
Mid-Size Companies may be forced to pay for lobbyists and special government
favors, but this comes at a cost to their R&D, marketing or business
development.
Large companies can find themselves facing enormous risks when they engage
in political spending not only eroding the companies reputation but also getting
caught in an “arms race” with competitors, unable to stop pay-to-play spending
without disastrous bottom line consequences.

Scan below to learn more about the
National Business Network
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Michael Porter
Harvard Business School
Professor

The National Business Network is a well
connected network of civically responsible
business professionals from all 50 states,
joined together in cross-partisan advocacy

We Have Done This Before
Voters have passed EIGHT Amendments correcting the Supreme Court
11th Amendment - Creditor suits against the states.
13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments - Nullified the Dred Scott decision.
16th Amendment - Modernized Taxation Reform.
19th Amendment - Won women the right to vote.
24th Amendment - Declared the ‘Poll Tax’ unconstitutional.
26th Amendment - Empowered 18, 19 and 20 year olds with the right to vote.

for the American Promise Amendment.

John McCrea , Business Network Manager
johnm@americanpromise.net

americanpromise.net

